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Raphael in concert in Miami

The legendary Spanish singer is back in the U.S. with his tour ‘Mi
Gran Noche 2014.’

Raphael has entertained audiences with his silky voice and flair for the dramatic
for more than half a century, paving the way for a generation of crossover Latin
artists. A quintessential divo, Raphael commands the stage at his live concerts
with a degree of showmanship rarely seen in today’s young singers, dramatizing
the lyrics to hits from his 50+ studio albums as fans sing along to every last word.

In celebration of 2013’s Mi Gran Noche, Raphael will treat audiences around the
world to more romance-filled nights of beloved classics on his Mi Gran Noche
2014 tour.

ABOUT RAPHAEL

Born in Spain in 1943, Raphael began singing at just three years old, winning a
Europe-wide singing competition at age nine. Early on in his career, he gained
notoriety for acting out the lyrics to his songs on stage, making highly dramatic
gestures, wearing colorful folk costumes, and incorporating the physical language
of flamenco and bullfighting in his performances.

After representing Spain in the 1966 and 1967 Eurovision Song Contests, he
became an international star, embarking on global tours and gaining a huge Latin
American following with his rendition of folk standards like Llorona and
Sandunga.

Over the course of his decade-spanning career, Raphael has become recognized as
one of the most influential Latin artists of the 20th century, earning him a revered
place in the hearts and minds of audiences around the world.
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Sat, May 31, 2014
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James L. Knight International Center, 400
SE 2nd Ave, Miami, FL 33131
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Phone: 305-416-5970
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